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Honduras targets
eastern European
banana market
Banana shipments forecast to reach
US$650m in 2018, making them the second biggest export after coffee
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He said that the Russian market was a huge
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“We believe that we have a great historic
“We are exporting our bananas to all of

opportunity, especially since Ecuador has

eastern Europe, as well as traditional
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markets like the US and central Europe,”

global warming, and because most of its

Castro told Hondudiario.

production ends in the first half of the year,
which is when the market is stronger,”

“We’re talking about large countries with
significant purchasing power. This is very
important for us as bananas are a major
generator of employment,
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already seen that, with 13,000ha, we are
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“We already know how to produce bananas,
can increase our volume during the first
semester and above all, are able to reach
those distant markets with

making an important contribution to the
economy.”
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